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Early China' refers to the period from the beginning of human ... before one even contemplates the writing of a synthetic account of a vast sweep of social and cultural history. The simple fact is ...
A Social and Cultural History
A decision by a father to allow his 7-year-old boy to wear a skirt to school has provoked praise and criticism after he wrote about the experience online, with some accusing him of ‘identity politics’ ...
Gender debate: boy in China wearing skirt to school starts national conversation about male and female roles
With ideological issues such as Hong Kong and Taiwan, lecturers told of how a vocal minority of international Chinese students are attempting to police teaching materials and class discussions.
Cultural sensitivity or censorship? Lecturers are finding it difficult to talk about China in class
Exposing the ugly nature of anti-Chinese "cultural products" related to Xinjiang According to investigation, overseas anti-China "cultural products" related to Xinjiang involve anti-terrorism, ...
Fiction and fantasy——On the hypocrisy of overseas anti-China 'cultural products' related to Xinjiang
In 2015, China banned some 120 songs from the internet in the country because the government deemed them to be "immoral." At the time, the culture ministry said the forbidden tracks "trumpeted ...
China to Ban Certain Karaoke Songs That 'Harm National Unity' in Crackdown on Music
The Art of Contemporary China is the latest addition to Thames & Hudson’s iconic ‘World of Art’ series. Although Jiang Jiehong politely kicks against the series’ encyclopaedic construction, explaining ...
Art and ‘Everyday Reality’ in China
World Heritage Gulangyu Gulangyu Island, known in the local dialect as Kulangsu, is commonly mentioned when people talk about Xiamen. A quiet and beautiful islet in the southwestern corner of Xiamen ...
Explore Xiamen's Way of Cultural Heritage Protection
There are quite a variety of opera genres in places across China, each with distinctive regional characteristics. The UNESCO-listed Tibetan opera, often hailed as the "living fossil" of Tibetan ...
Cultural legacy on Tibetan Plateau: Tibetan opera
History will remember the Cultural Revolution as Mao's attempt to tighten his control on a burgeoning nation. But the same tactics are being used today by President Xi Jinping to assert his power as ...
Academics will be the victims of China's New Cultural Revolution
I'm strongly optimistic about the prospect of the relations between China and Peru and hope this will broaden and deepen even more to solidify our traditional friendship.
Peru and China: 50 years of strong partnership
Big Tech companies are being called on to refrain from "limitless exploration of surplus labour for high surplus value", according to an opinion piece in a newspaper run by the country's top political ...
China’s Big Tech sector urged to abide by Karl Marx’s ideals, do away with 996 work culture
China's culture ministry is seeking to expand its regulatory authority to live-streaming stars and other online influencers by targeting for the first time the agencies that help personalities ...
Beijing steps up control of online influencers as culture ministry cracks down on talent agencies
Vladimir Putin has just signed off on Russia’s new National Security Strategy. As with any such strategic document, it is useful to compare it to its predecessor, if only to identify key changes in ...
Russia’s New Security Strategy: Deter US, Ignore EU, Partner with China and India
Top of the MI5 list of threats to Britain should be the British government – whose only strategy is for staying in power ...
The greatest threat to Britain is not China or Russia – it is Boris Johnson
The Hangzhou Municipal Bureau of Culture, Radio, TV and Tourism hosted 'Hangzhou Style Life of Song Dynasty Charm' - an event featuring a selection of eight segments – on the afternoon of July 9, 2021 ...
Hangzhou City Hosts 'Hangzhou Style Life of Song Dynasty Charm' in Macao to Promote Culture and Tourism
This culture spread to Central Asia via China's Xinjiang, bringing millets from China to ... a researcher from the Institute of Archaeology under the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. "People from ...
Ancient culture witnesses China's early exchanges with foreign countries
The teachings of Confucius center on peace and social harmony ... It is the bond of economy, politics and culture, and maintains the unity of China. Jining, located at the middle of the canal ...
A hub of culture and history: Jining, home to Confucius and Mencius, shines as modern attraction
READ FULL ARTICLE The culture of 996, which refers to working 12 hours a day, six days a week, has become an unwritten standard for many of the country’s tech firms. China’s left-behind gig ...

Written by top scholars in the field, EAST ASIA: A CULTURAL, SOCIAL, AND POLITICAL HISTORY, VOLUME II: FROM 1600, 3E delivers a comprehensive cultural, political, economic, and intellectual history of East Asia, while focusing on the narratives and histories of China, Japan, and Korea in a larger, global context. Full color inserts on such topics as food, clothing, and art objects illustrate the rich artistic heritage of East Asia. A range of primary source documents spotlights women's independence, students-turned-soldiers, and other stirring issues, while intriguing biographical sketches throughout highlight the lives of popular figures and ordinary people
alike. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
"A comprehensive history of East Asia, including extensive coverage of the region's cultural, political, economic, and social history. Coverage focuses on the narratives of China, Japan, and Korea while examining the history of each society in a larger, global context."--Back cover.
A critical new interpretation of the early history of Chinese civilization based on the most recent scholarship and archaeological discoveries.
Designed for the East Asian history course, this text features the scholarship on the region and offers a range of cultural, political, economic and intellectual history. It also focuses on gender and material culture. It features color inserts that illustrate the rich artistic heritage of East Asia.
Ethnic minorities form a very substantial proportion of the population of China, with over 100 million people in 55 formally designated minority groups inhabiting over 60% of the country’s land area. Poverty and economic inequality of minority groups are widely-recognised problems. However, as this book, based on extensive original research, shows, underlying economic inequality are educational inequality and cultural exclusion, which in turn lead to problems of social mobility and thereby to poverty. The book examines in particular Tibetan, Muslim Hui, Salar and Bonan people. It discusses the policy and practice of education for ethnic minorities, the prevailing
chauvinistic Chinese national culture, from which minorities feel excluded, and the attitudes of both majority Han Chinese towards minorities, and of minorities towards their position of cultural exclusion. Besides exploring the forms of cultural exclusion experienced by ethnic minorities, it considers what might be done to promote inclusion, proposing a rethinking of the project of nation building and modernisation of state and minority rights in order to achieve the goal of including the minority population of distinctive cultures into wider society.
This book brings together scholars from a variety of disciplines to address critical perspectives on Chinese language social media, internationalizing the state of social media studies beyond the Anglophone paradigm. The collection focuses on the intersections between Chinese language social media and disability, celebrity, sexuality, interpersonal communication, charity, diaspora, public health, political activism and non-governmental organisations (NGOs). The book is not only rich in its theoretical perspectives but also in its methodologies. Contributors use both qualitative and quantitative methods to study Chinese social media and its social–cultural–political implications,
such as case studies, in-depth interviews, participatory observations, discourse analysis, content analysis and data mining.
An internationally recognized authority on Chinese history and a leading innovator in its telling, Cho-yun Hsu constructs an original portrait of Chinese culture. Unlike most historians, Hsu resists centering his narrative on China's political evolution, focusing instead on the country's cultural sphere and its encounters with successive waves of globalization. Beginning long before China's written history and extending through the twentieth century, Hsu follows the content and expansion of Chinese culture, describing the daily lives of commoners, their spiritual beliefs and practices, the changing character of their social and popular thought, and their advances in material culture
and technology. In addition to listing the achievements of emperors, generals, ministers, and sages, Hsu builds detailed accounts of these events and their everyday implications. Dynastic change, the rise and fall of national ambitions, and the growth and decline of institutional systems take on new significance through Hsu's careful research, which captures the multiple strands that gave rise to China's pluralistic society. Paying particular attention to influential relationships occurring outside of Chinese cultural boundaries, he demonstrates the impact of foreign influences on Chinese culture and identity and identifies similarities between China's cultural developments and those
of other nations.
Cultural China is a unique annual publication for up-to-date, informed, and accessible commentary about Chinese and Sinophone languages, cultural practices, politics and production, and their critical analysis. It builds on the University of Westminster’s Contemporary China Centre Blog, providing additional reflective introductory pieces to contextualise each of the eight chapters. The articles in this Review speak to the turbulent year that was 2020 as it unfolded across cultural China. Thematically, they range from celebrity culture, fashion and beauty, to religion and spirituality, via language politics, heritage, and music. Pieces on representations of China in Britain and the
Westminster Chinese Visual Arts Project reflect our particular location and home. Many of the articles in this book focus on the People’s Republic of China, but they also draw attention to the multiple Chinese and Sinophone cultural practices that exist within, across, and beyond national borders. The Review is distinctive in its cultural studies-based approach and contributes a much-needed critical perspective from the Humanities to the study of cultural China. It aims to promote interdisciplinary dialogue and debate about the social, cultural, political, and historical dynamics that inform life in cultural China today, offering academics, activists, practitioners, and politicians a
key reference with which to situate current events in and relating to cultural China in a wider context.
In the vast majority of literature on 'Chinese nationalism' the distinction between nation and state is rarely made, consequently nationalism usually appears as loyalty to the state rather than identification with the nation. Yet, since 1989, both the official configuration of the nation and the state's monopolized right to name the nation have come under rigorous challenge. Cultural Nationalism in Contemporary China relocates the discussion of nationalism to within a more contemporary framework which explores the disjunction between the people and the state and the relationship of each to the nation. With its challenging exploration of one of the most neglected aspects of
identity in China, this book should appeal to Asianists, China watchers and all of those with an interest in cultural and sociological phenomena in East Asia.
China's rapid economic growth, modernization and globalization have led to astounding social changes. Contemporary China provides a fascinating portrayal of society and social change in the contemporary People's Republic of China. This book introduces readers to key sociological perspectives, themes and debates about Chinese society. It explores topics such as family life, citizenship, gender, ethnicity, labour, religion, education, class and rural/urban inequalities. It considers China's imperial past, the social and institutional legacies of the Maoist era, and the momentous forces shaping it in the present. It also emphasises diversity and multiplicity, encouraging readers to
consider new perspectives and rethink Western stereotypes about China and its people. Real-life case studies illustrate the key features of social relations and change in China. Definitions of key terms, discussion questions and lists of further reading help consolidate learning. Including full-colour maps and photographs, this book offers remarkable insight into Chinese society and social change.
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